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SoftwareSoftware

Analytical software
Software completed
First results obtained. Agree with serial version.
Still in testing / debugging phase

Numerical software
Closed loop phase accelerated (x2)
Memory consumption reduced for large systems
Pyramid WFS closed loop on 60m telescope
Coronograph module implemented



Numerical codeNumerical code
Parallel simulation in C, C++

MCAO capable, with NGSs and/or LGSs (no spot
elongation, no upward propagation)
End to end model, with phase screens, multiple SH-WFS,
multiple DMs, MAP control, closed loop
Output: corrected PSF / phase in the field

Paralellization:
MPI, SCALAPACK, FFTW...
Distributed matrices to reduce memory consumption on
single PC → Paradigm: distribute for memory not speed.

Several // schemes:
Command matrix generation
Closed loop (// WFS, 1 ϕ-screen / PC, 1DM /PC)



X-AO simulatedX-AO simulated

32 m telescope
25 cm sub-apertures (12796 active subaps)
(13167 actuators)
Command matrix: 13167 x 25592

Strehl ratio @ K-Band: ~ 90% (0.5'' seeing)
Command matrix generation:

~ 20 hours on 30 PCs



Coronograph Coronograph modulemodule
Added 4Q coronograph module
For the moment, neglect

central obs.
Segmentation & funny pupil shape

Simulated 3 AO systems : 8, 16, 32m
25 cm sub-apertures (880,3400,13000act)
On-axis
r0 ~ 20 cm
K-Band
Strehl ~90%
Goal: simulate ~50-60m with same config



Coronograph Coronograph resultsresults



Biggest system simulatedBiggest system simulated

MAD-like on 100m telescope
1m sub-apertures
2 DMs, 2' FOV
3 SH WFSs

Command matrix
17096 x 46776
Generation lasted ~4 days on 30 PCs



MAD-Like AO on 10-80m telescopesMAD-Like AO on 10-80m telescopes
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Memory usage (MAD-case)Memory usage (MAD-case)



Code upgradesCode upgrades

Upgrades to the numerical code (short term)
Multi-Pyramid (currently can run only one)
LO-WFS (currently only star-oriented)
Fresnel propagation
Minimum variance efficient / sparse algorithms

Longer term:
Spot elongation (+ upward propagation ?)
Segmentation / pupil shape
Other coronographs ?

Quick upgrades: displacements (WFS vs
DM...)
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